About J. Thomas, LTD.

J. Thomas LTD. Management brings the seasoning of over 100 years of hands on fabrication, machining, and assembly experience, together with today’s state of the art equipment and techniques.

Some of the many municipalities and utilities that J. Thomas, LTD. has serviced:

- Consolidated Edison
- Delmarva – Wilmington, DE
- Metropolitan Edison (Eastern PA)
- NJDOT / NJTA
- New York City
- North East Utilities (CT & MA areas)
- PENNDOT
- Pennsylvania Power and Light
- PEPCO (Washington, D.C. area)
- Vienna, VA

Distributors include:

- Campbell Foundry Co. (NJ/CT)
- Bridgestate Foundry (NJ)
- Belair Road Supply (MD)
- Glenco Supply (NY)
- Monarch Products (PA)
- Monarch Precast (PA)

J. Thomas, LTD.
300 Richardson Dr.
Lancaster, PA 17603
(717) 397-3483
Fax: (717) 291-2082
wkapsak@jthomasltd.com
www.jthomaslimited.com
Manhole Riser Rings
& Catch Basin Risers

The advantages of using JTL hot-rolled steel extension rings and frames:

• Save Time and Money
• You no longer have to raise a manhole or catch basin frames.

In a matter of minutes, one man can drop in the extension ring or frame, adjust it and replace the cover.

It's as simple as that!

• Lightweight and Easy To Install
• Adjustable for tight fit and close tolerance
• Heavy duty hot-rolled steel for long life
• Better wear characteristics
• Various designs to meet all street situations

Fabricated Steel Specifications
Our standard is ASTM 36 H.R. steel. Other grades are available.

• There are no inclusions or slag
• All welding to AWS D 1.1 specifications

Grates And Other Street Hardware

From Tree Grates to Trash Grates, Trash Racks, Grate Covers / Lids, Pull Grates, Scuppers and more; J. Thomas, LTD. provides quality street hardware that meets specifications and endures in harsh conditions.

Our unique and varied capabilities allow us to produce high quality units at prices and turnaround times that will keep our customer's bottom line in the black!

www.jthomaslimited.com